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Hello!

GATE Instructional Leader

Mrs. Sjondrala Hill

shill@busd.k12.ca.us



Agenda

•Characteristics of  Gifted/Talented learners

•Supporting Gifted/Talented learners

•Identification Categories

•What is differentiation?

•Opportunities for enrichment?

•Q & A



Characteristics of  Gifted Learners



A Gifted Learner May Exhibit…

•Rapid learning; ability to put thoughts together quickly

•An excellent memory

•An unusually large vocabulary and complex sentence structure for age

•An advanced comprehension of  word nuances, metaphors and abstract ideas

•An enjoyment for solving problems, especially with numbers and puzzles

•Deep, intense feelings and reactions

•High sensitive

•Abstract thinking: complex, logical, and insightful

Adapted from Common Characteristics of  Gifted Individuals, National Association for Gifted Children.



A Gifted Learner May Exhibit, 
Cont’d…

•Longer attention span and intense concentration

•Preoccupation with own thoughts—daydreamer

•A wide range of  interests (or extreme focus in one area)

•A highly developed curiosity

•An interest in experimenting and doing things differently

•A keen and/or unusual sense of  humor

•A vivid imagination

Adapted from Common Characteristics of  Gifted Individuals, National Association for Gifted Children.



Supporting Gifted Learners

       At Home
• Help to develop skills and interests
• Promote exploration and discovery
• Emphasize effort and progress rather than perfection
• Show child that errors are an opportunity to discover and learn

        In the community
• Find or create opportunities for child to explore interests and nurture 

talents
• Visit museums, historical houses/sites (socalmuseums.org/free)

• Visit libraries  
• Free library card at Cerritos Library; Bellflower (Brakensiek Library); Lakewood (Iacoboni Library)

Adapted from Helping Your Gifted Child Succeed!, National Association for Gifted Children



Identification Categories

Intellectual Ability  - demonstrated or potential intellectual development exemplified by 
products or behaviors that exhibit excellence or acceleration in relation to chronological 
peers. Identified by NNAT3 testing.

High Achievement – students who score at a superior academic level in two or more 
areas on a standardized achievement test and demonstrating ability above peers. 

Specific Academic Ability – those consistently functioning at an advanced academic 
level in one particular subject area.

Performance GATE
Advanced Band – demonstrates superior musical ability.
Ensemble/ Dance – demonstrates superior ability in music and/or performance 



Identification Process

2nd Grade 
Testing

Academic 
Testing

Teacher 
Evaluation

In Spring, all second graders will be screened 
using the NNAT3.

Teachers may nominate a student to be evaluated 
by the GATE instructional leader. 

The elementary music teachers will identify 
students that are eligible in the visual and 
performing arts category.  

Nominated 
by Referral

ELA and Math State testing scores will be 
evaluated to determine possible eligibility.



What is Differentiation?
How is the core curriculum modified to meet the needs of  gifted learners?

Parent Conferences

You will review and sign this form with your 
child’s teacher at your parent teacher 
conference. 





Opportunities for Enrichment
Winter and Spring after school enrichment classes.

Code Crafters—An experiment-based program designed to spark scientific curiosity and 
interest in the world of computer coding and robotics.
Health Culinary Workshop—Students work with a professional Chef Teacher to learn basic 
culinary skills and discover the origin and culture behind cuisine.
Illustration Station—Professional sketching techniques, creative writing, and illustration.
Renewable Energy—Engineering practices. Students will 
build and test solar-powered cars, boats, and 
wind-driven turbines.
Robotics— Complete complex tasks and obstacles 
while building mechanical and robotic devices that 
obey commands.
Rocket Racers—Aerodynamics forces, concepts, and 
prototype building.
Spotlight Kids Theater—Improvisation acting class for 
kids is done in  a fun and engaging atmosphere.

Examples of  possible or previous classes:



Opportunities for Enrichment
Pyle GATE Program

November - STEAM/ STEM Day
December - Hour of  Code
Field trip - TBD (Covid compliant)



Q & A

When are the GATE classes? Winter session begins  in January, and Spring begins in March. Classes 
run from 3:30 - 4:30, but there will be supervision beginning at 3pm. 

How many classes can you sign up for? You will be able to register for your top 3 choices, but you 
will only be in one class per session. 

Will there be transportation to the other campuses? No, parents are responsible for getting their 
child to the class by 3:30. 

Which classes will be at EP? We will host a NASA class and a Create Writing/Art class. 

Can younger siblings be in the class? No, only the registered students are allowed to stay in the class. 



What makes a child gifted and talented 
may not always be good grades in school, 

but a different way of  looking 
at the world and learning.

-charles grassley


